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Secretary’s ramble www.secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk
For the past year I have been plagued with up to 40 spam e-mails a day originating from a members infected
site, and this has prevented me from sending out a magazine for fear of forwarding it on. Hopefully it has
been resolved, They have not been viruses just links to websites for goods or services for sale.
We are now in our thirty first year and for the last fourteen of them the subscriptions have stayed the same
something not many clubs or businesses can boast of. This year having managed our finances well and
despite the cost of printing, postage and memberships of all the various consortiums going up every year
the Committee have decided to reward the membership by reducing the subs for this coming season. More
information along with renewal details will be in the next news letter
Work Parties
Dates for these are on the Fishers and Turnford cards. The dates for Woodlands are later in the year as for
the last two years we have had to cancel the Jan/Feb ones due to bad weather making access dangerous.
Fishers Green www.fishersgreencon.co.uuk
The fishing on the river has been hard this summer due to the low water level, but for those that have put the
effort in there have been fantastic results with barbel to 16.2ozs and chub to 9.3ozs. The river has coloured
up this week so fishing should be easier.
Pike fishing is seeing a bit of a revival on the pits and the river. Drop shotting being seen more and more with
success.
Don’t forget the river and the relief channel close on 14th March
Turnford www.turnford.co.uuk
The fishing during the summer was outstanding with fish to 43.3ozs finding their way into the net.
Forty hall
Fishing here was nonstop this summer the carp seemingly always hungry. With the lake now open during the
winter the pike are the main prey whilst only going up to mid doubles they do give good sport.
Booking still applies ring Ron on 07701 356 895
R.S.A
As stated earlier this year the RSA angling club has folded and the Environment Agency have decided to close
that section of channel to all angling due to the increased use of the road by their vehicles.
New river
Few reports during the year, mainly anglers trotting very light and finding most species, there have been
several trying their arm at fly fishing for the 200 trout introduced last season again with success.
London Anglers Association www.londonanglers.net
With Hollow AS being affiliated to the LAA several members took advantage of the reduced subscription rates
obtained through the society. This reduced subscription will be available again for this coming season,
again details next issue
One LAA water that will suit our members that fished our old Paradise lake is Stollies lake near Abridge
Holding Carp, Bream, F1’s and roach it is a very relaxed venue set behind locked gates with no dog walkers
or cyclists to worry you.
Facebook
There are now f/b pages for Hollow AS, Turnford (Slipe Lane Pits ), Woodlands (Forty Hall Lake).
Mike Smith
Any questions:- secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk
020 8505 3215 - 07989 817 316

